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The Commodities Feed: Refinery margins
make a small comeback
Your daily roundup of commodity news and ING views

Energy
Oil failed to hold onto its gains yesterday, with Brent falling from levels last seen back in early
March, and settling below US$43/bbl. There was little in the way of fresh fundamental
developments in the oil market, apart from the usual API report, which  was fairly constructive. The
report showed that US crude oil inventories increased by 1.75MMbbls, which is not too far off from
the 1.5MMbbl build the market was expecting. Meanwhile on the product side, draws of
3.86MMbbls and 2.61MMbbls were seen in gasoline and distillate fuel oil respectively. We will have
to wait until later today to see how much these numbers differ from the more widely followed EIA
report.

It’s no surprise given the scale of demand destruction that we have seen in recent months, that
refinery margins have been under significant pressure, trading in negative territory in many
regions, and in doing so, ensuring that refiners curtail capacity. However, more recently, we have
started to see refinery margins pick up, and they are now at their highest levels in NW Europe
since early May, whilst in Singapore, they are just about back in positive territory. A stronger
gasoline market appears to be helping margins, as we see more economies returning to some
form of normality. However clearly, margins are still historically weak, remaining below pre-
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Covid-19 levels, and it is difficult to see significant upside until refined product stocks are brought
down to more manageable levels.

Metals
Metals remained primarily driven by macro events,  including US and China trade noise, virus fears
and USD movements. As for copper, mine risks from Chile remained supportive for prices.
Meanwhile, the recent downward trend in LME inventories has continued, which has seen the
cash/3m spread trade at a contango of US$13/t, compared to US$30 a week ago. The rest of the
metals complex, traded mostly lower with zinc settling almost 2.3% lower on the day, although
this weakness does come after a week of strength, which saw prices trading to their highest levels
since the end of February. There have been multiple drivers behind the initial moves higher,
including mine disruptions in South America, a stronger-than-expected demand rally in China,
compounded with expectations of infrastructure stimulus. The broader weakness that we have
seen in the USD has also helped.

As for precious metals, spot gold continues to edge higher, with prices hitting a high of almost
US$1,775/oz, taking it to levels last seen in 2012. The key driver in this strength appears to be
increased safe-haven demand, with fears of a resurgence in Covid-19. Gold ETFs have seen inflows
of around 1.2moz over the last week, which has taken total holdings to a record high of a little over
102moz.
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